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Practical Compliance  – How Can Internal Audits and 
Whistleblowing Schemes Help Efficient Compliance? 
›› September 30

Fair and lawful business conduct should 
be a motto, and not a tool to escape 
sanctions, say many thinkers. But we all 
know that compliance is a very expensive 
exercise and efficient compliance, which 
serves the interests of the enterprise and 
the stakeholders in general, is even more 
expensive. There should be a balance 
to more efficiently encourage even non-
public enterprises to spend the time and 
effort on getting things right. We look 
through the overall gains achievable.

This AmCham Mini Morning Seminar looks 
at the options available to businesses 
when they seek to raise capital, with every 
company requiring a different level of 
flexibility and risk analysis for financing.
Szecskay Attorneys at Law, together with 
global law firm Freshfields Bruckhaus 
Deringer LLP, will host this breakfast 
briefing focusing on the types of 
alternative corporate financing solutions 
that are available for creating risk adverse 
corporate debt portfolios. Our experts 

will present a case study on the different 
products available to a fictitious Hungarian 
subsidiary of a global enterprise that 
is considering the refinancing of its 
bank debts. Innovative solutions such 
as mezzanine and high yield bond 
financing will be covered with practical 
guidance on how those structures could 
be implemented under English and 
Hungarian law. The case study will also 
provide a SWOT analysis for compliance 
and risk management.

coming up

Register now for AmCham’s annual Thanksgiving Dinner event, to be held at the 
Budapest Marriott Hotel now! Charity auction and raffle will raise funds for SOS 
Children’s Villages and the AmCham Foundation, while the evening will feature the 
usual mix of entertainment for adults and children. More information coming soon, so 
please keep an eye on the AmCham website.

Mark Your Calendar: AmCham-Marriott Charity 
Thanksgiving Dinner 2015  
›› November 24

›› See story on page 3

Innovative Corporate Finance Solutions:  Guide and 
Legal Risk Analysis  » September 17
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News From the 
Boardroom
Welcome back! Summer passed in a heartbeat, leaving us so little time for so much to 
do. Our team was busy all summer, prepping projects that will keep you entertained and 
inspired even when the sunshine is gone. In June we published our Policy Agenda (in the 
four areas of Investment, Talent, Innovation, and Healthy Nation), and ever since we have 
been working with the board, policy task forces and committees to fulfill the dozens of 
commitments we have made for 2015-2017. Here we would like to give you an overview of 
our policy task forces’ recent and upcoming activities. 

We ended June by applauding the Innovation PTF for a busy month, including a fully 
booked Brain Bar Lab event and a high level meeting with the government. 

The Investment PTF work’s very closely with the Hungarian Investment Promotion 
Agency (HIPA) in ensuring there is a continuing a dialogue between investors and 
government. The main flagship event, the Business Meets Government Summit, a 
milestone for HIPA and the PTF, is scheduled for October 27, 2015. This summit will explore 
challenges and priorities for improvement and to help develop a coherent national strategy 
to make Hungary more competitive. The event is jointly organized with the Hungarian 
National Council for Telecommunications and Informatics.

On November 19 we will continue our Talent Conference, in close cooperation with the 
Ministry of Human Capacities and HIPA. We invite high-school teachers together with 
education experts from business and the government to discuss the future of education, 
in line with labor market trends. This multi-stakeholder setting will allow us to openly 
talk about different expectations and barriers, while looking for a common consensus, 
something we can all build on.

As you will read in the cover story, our Healthy Nation PTF partnered with the world’s 
biggest and most successful health initiative, the Global Corporate Challenge (GCC), to 
introduce the 10,000 steps program to our membership. With 100 teams signed up, we 
are more than thrilled to start this 100-day challenge. Especially as we also entered an 
AmCham Board team!

See you at an event soon!
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For more on what AmCham Hungary does in advocacy, read 
our latest advocacy update (please follow the QR code). For 
some of our most recent advocacy highlights, please turn to 
story on page four.

More 
advocacy at...

Competition Crossword
Across

2.  AmCham-Marriott charity dinner will be held on  
 this US holiday
4.  Béla ...., Minister of State for Economic   
 Regulation
5.  Freshfields ... Deringer LLP, host of the upcoming
 Mini Seminar on September 17, together with
 Szecskay Attorneys at Law
9.  Country Leader of Oracle Hungary
10.  Automotive industry supplier expanding  
 operations in Oroszlány

Down

1.  AmCham's cooperates with ... on two flagship
 conferences this fall
3.  AmCham's First Vice President
4.  Business Meets ... Summit, to be held on October 27
6.  Renowned professor of behavioral sciences;  
 founder of the 'Three Princes and Three  
 Princesses Movement'
7.  Consulate General will re-open in this US city this
 October
8.  Invited international keynote speaker of the
 upcoming AmCham Compliance conference

Name: Take a photo of the completed crossword and send to 
zsofia.juhasz@amcham.hu – the first correct entrant will 
be invited to a Business Forum of their choice in 2015.
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Although much of the world spent the early summer 
worrying about Greek bailouts and fears of a debt-
inspired Grexit, or expulsion from the eurozone, 
Minister for National Economy Mihály Varga was 
not unduly concerned, telling an AmCham business 
forum on June 30 that any such event would likely 
have little direct impact on Hungary’s economy.

“Our vulnerability and exposure is fairly limited: 
0.4% of foreign trade is with Greece,” Varga said 
at a luncheon at the Hilton Budapest in the Castle 
District. “What may have some implications for us 
is the forint exchange rate [to the euro, if emerging 
currencies take a hit] and the yield on state bonds. 
We have no Greek banks in Hungary, so the situation 
in Bulgaria, Serbia and Romania is not prevalent in 
Hungary.” The minister was alluding to news that 
had broken on June 29 that Serbia’s central bank 
had introduced measures to limit transactions 
between Greek-owned commercial banks and their 
parent institutions in Greece. He playfully suggested 
Hungarian tourists planning a holiday to Greece this 
year might, instead, take the safer option of a holiday 
on Lake Balaton or in the Hungarian uplands and 
thus “contribute to Hungarian GDP”. 

He criticized skeptics who “say the Hungarian 
economy was able to grow only because we 
received EU funding. If that was the case, why did the 
other 11 member states [who are net beneficiaries of 
EU money] not grow similarly?” 

Looking to the future, the goal was to use EU funding 
even more efficiently. “Sixteen percent of available funds 
in the recent period were used for economic growth. 
Now 60% of EU funds will be allocated for economic 

growth and increasing the number of jobs, helping the 
performance of the economy,” he said. 

“The future expansion of export markets is clearly 
always an important task for such a small and 
open economy,” the minister noted. Similarly, the 
country, to use a Hungarian expression, must stand 
on more than one leg; it couldn’t be reliant solely on 
the automotive sector, hence a need to boost other 
areas “like IT and new types of R&D”. Alternative 
energy would also expand: “Electronic vehicles will 
start to appear across the country; this is important 
for us,” he said.

Equally important is the involvement of the United 
States, “one of our most important trading partners”. 
2014 had seen a more than 10% rise in bilateral 
trade between the two countries to close to USD 6 
billion (Hungarian exports to the States increased by 
more than 20%). 

He said the 1,750 American firms in Hungary employ 
more than 90,000 Hungarians, with 2,700 jobs 
created last year alone. Of the 50 most important 
U.S. firms, he noted 40 were present here, adding: 

“This number may further expand.”

He also had praise for the support offered 
by the chamber and its members. “We are 
connected in many different ways. I would like 
to see institutionalized and closer cooperation 
with AmCham.” Indeed, in response to a question 
about the need to boost financial education in 
the country, Varga said “The average Hungarian’s 
affinity to financial matters is somewhere around 

that of the period of the ‘80s.” The minister said it 
was clear people did not always understand what 
they are investing in, what the risks are, or what 
safer alternatives are available. “I visit a secondary 
school every quarter and hold a financial lesson, 
on the basis I have a little more knowledge than 
the average Hungarian,” he joked. “So far the 
children believe me, and so does the Prime 
Minister!” But improving the financial education of 
Hungarians should not be left to politicians alone, 
he said; the business world must also play its 
part. “I am looking to cooperate with AmCham to 
do something together for the future customers of 
the banks.”

Eco Min Mihály Varga: Looking to ‘Cooperate With AmCham’

700 participants, 100 teams, 30 companies, 100 days, 10,000 steps: that is the AmCham-GCC 
challenge in a nutshell. 

AmCham Hungary is placing a special focus on healthcare in general, and maintaining a healthy workforce in particular, 
as part of its new vision and strategy; indeed, we view it as crucial to a competitive Hungary. To that end the Healthy 
Nation Policy Task Force – together with the AmCham Board – decided to launch a new program, focusing on the 
160,000 colleagues employed by our member companies. In launching this program we sought out a partner with 
proven background and know-how to team up with, and found Global Corporate Challenge (GCC), the world’s biggest 
and most successful health initiative.

In joining the 10,000 steps challenge, employees are not only given the opportunity to change their lifestyles; they also 
have the possibility to join a global movement. They will set off together on this journey in teams of seven, enjoying 
healthy competition with other companies within AmCham Hungary and around the world. The main goal of the 
challenge is to reach at least 10,000 steps a day (roughly five miles or eight kilometers); however, the program also 
focuses on more balanced nutrition and sleep to help participants truly reach their goals. 

Before inviting the entire membership to join the challenge, the AmCham staff volunteered to participate in the spring 
round as a pilot project. Needless to say, they enjoyed the journey tremendously and became advocates for a healthier 
lifestyle, while taking a combined total of 7,957,319 steps during the challenge, reaching a total distance of 5,093 km, 
with a team average of 11,367 steps a day. From September 9, it is the turn of the AmCham membership to move up, 
make a change and reach their personal goals for a healthier life. We will keep you posted on the results.

10,000 steps a day with 
AmCham for your health

The Global Corporate Challenge is a scientifically developed, clinically proven 100-day initiative 
that takes your employees on a journey that dramatically and permanently improves their 
relationship with exercise, nutrition and sleep, and instills in them a new sense of self-belief, 
personal responsibility and resilience. GCC has transformed the cultures of thousands of the 
world’s leading organizations and changed the lives of more than 1.8 million employees from 
more than 5,000 companies across 185 countries.
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AmCham is a supporting partner of a campaign to 
find Hungary’s most Family Friendly Companies of 
2015.

The competition, established by the Három Királyfi, 
Három Királylány mozgalom (Three Princes and 
Three Princesses Movement), is being for the 
third time. It is open to both multinationals and 
local businesses; those interesed in applying need 
to fill out a Family Friendly Company Culture 
Questionnnaire, available from the foundation’s 
website (www.haromkiralyfi.hu). 

“The prize is awarded to companies who have a 
highly supportive company culture and which, 
furthermore, are committed to support work-life 
balance within their own organizations. They should 
take particular care of their employees with small 
children,” a statement from the organizers explained.

“The jury, including HR experts and members of the 
movement’s leadership, will hand out the title of ‘Family 
Friendly Company 2015’ in three main categories: for 
large-, medium-, and small-sized companies.” 

Special prizes may be awarded to those 
applicants who include optional short videos in 
their submissions, as well as companies that can 
demonstrate family friendly actions are embedded 
in a CSR Program.

The deadline for questionaire and any videos to be 
returned is October 20, 2015, with the awards 
ceremony due on November 17, 2015.

Three Princes and Three Princesses 
Movement
The Three Princes and Three Princesses Movement 
was founded in 2009 by Maria Kopp, a renowned 
professor of behavior sciences. Its main goal is 
to help young adults accomplish their dreams of 
becoming parents. Volunteers and supporters are 
drawn from a wide background: representatives 
from the public and private spheres, thought-
leaders, professionals from various disciplines, and 
politicians. The movement drew up a ’Declaration 
Supporting Families and Birth’ which was signed 
by all the parliamentary parties in 2013. That 
declaration was renewed in May 2015.

More information at: 
www.haromkiralyfi.hu 
Dedicated work-life balance site at: 
www.balansz.info
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HR Committee networking event (June 18) 

Career School with szilveszter Ókovács, General Director of the 
Hungarian State Opera (June 23)

Independence Day Family Celebration 2015 (July 5)

Gazdaságélénkítés 2015; 
Informatikai cégvezetők,

Makrogazdasági kilátások 2015/16;

Nógrády György, Török Gábor, 
Alfonso Di lanni

Állami szerepvállalás a gazdaságban,

Energetikai nagyvállalatok,

2015. október 7–9, Spirit Hotel*****
Vezérigazgató találkozó

A XXX. Találkozón  
szélesre nyitjuk  

a kamera optikáját!
• 20 kerekasztal- 

beszélgetés 

• 75 előadás 

• több, mint 250 résztvevő

Ne maradjon le  
eseményünkről!

In order to keep members better abreast of what 
is being done on their behalf, AmCham likes to 
share important highlights with readers in regular 
advocacy briefings.

Meeting with Minister of State Glattfelder
On September 1, AmCham’s Electronics 
Manufacturers’ Committee and the Hungarian 
Investment Promotion Agency (HIPA) held a 
meeting with Béla Glattfelder, Minister of State for 
Economic Regulation, Ministry for National Economy. 
After an overview of the electronics manufacturing 
sector’s current status and trends, presented by a 
colleague from the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, 
corporate representatives – including Bosch, 
Flex, GE, IBM, Jabil, NI, and Siemens – focused on 
discussing specific growth points for the sector with 
the minister. It was agreed at the meeting that the 
dialogue will be continued in the near future.

Cooperation with HIPA
Following up on the Cooperation Agreement 
signed by AmCham and HIPA in January 2015, our 
organizations have teamed up to organize two 
flagship conferences on investment and talent. Each 
event targets a multi-stakeholder dialogue with 

strong government and corporate 
representation, focusing on 
issues that affect the long-term 
competitiveness of Hungary. 
AmCham and HIPA also continue 
to work together on a number 
of advocacy-related issues, 
including the Electronic Road 
Transportation Control System 
(EKAER), and harmonizing labor 
market needs with education. 

Digital Economy
During the summer, AmCham and the National 
Council for Telecommunications and Informatics 
(NHIT) held a number of meetings to discuss 
areas of cooperation in promoting the digital 
economy. It was agreed that NHIT will join the 
Business Meets Government Summit to be 
held on October 27, 2015 as a co-organizer. The 
summit will focus on how digital technologies can 
transform Hungary’s economy.

New Civil Procedural Law
In June, AmCham’s Regulatory Committee sent 
its position on the New Civil Procedural Law to 

the Ministry of Justice. The current Hungarian 
Civil Procedure Code (Act III of 1952, the ‘Polgári 
Perrendtartás’) is under reform and to be replaced 
with a modernized piece of legislation (the ‘new 
CPC’). On the basis of our Strategic Partnership 
Agreement with the Ministry of Justice, AmCham 
was given specific opportunity to participate in 
the social debate about the proposed legislation, 
including the preparation of the new CPC. Within 
the framework of this activity, AmCham’s Regulatory 
Committee has reviewed and commented on the 
concept of the new CPC adopted by the government. 

On June 17, the committee met the responsible 
officers of the Ministry of Justice, Dr. Zsuzsa Wopera, 

Ministerial Commissioner Responsible for the 
New Civil Procedural Law Codification, and expert 
colleagues Dr. Andrea Bence, Dr. Dávid Somogyi, and 
Dr. Sándor Udvary at the AmCham office to discuss 
those fields where AmCham and its members 
could best contribute to the on-going work.

The regulatory committee has identified several 
issues that are of key importance to AmCham 
member companies, such as collective lawsuits, 
remedies against bad faith and delaying tactics, rules 
relating to evidence (provision of documents, use of 
foreign language documents, etc.), and regulation of 
procedures to prevent lawsuits (including mediation), 
among others.

Dr. Zsuzsanna Wopera, Ministerial Commissioner Responsible for the New Civil Procedural Law Codification, and expert colleagues

AmCham’s 
Ongoing Advocacy

5
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patron profile

How many years has Oracle been doing 
business in Hungary? 
Oracle Corporation’s Hungarian subsidiary, Oracle 
Hungary, has been in the domestic market since 
1993. Oracle Corporation (founded in 1977) is one 
of the largest software and hardware developing 
companies and operates in more than 145 countries 
worldwide.

Total workforce in Hungary?
Oracle Hungary currently employs more than 
300 full-time employees, a number that has been 
growing dynamically for years. We intend to maintain 
this trend. Oracle's business not only has an impact 
on the national economy through its own employees, 
but via partner supplier companies, which provide 
additional permanent jobs for more than 2,000 people. 

Why is Hungary a good investment 
destination for your company? 
Oracle’s investment willingness is influenced 
only by business decisions. In addition to excellent 
geographical location, Hungary is an optimal choice 
for large American enterprises because the country 
has a predictable and measurable medium-sized 
market. Hungary’s economy is growing, and from the 
IT perspective, the country’s market is approaching 
international standards, which strengthens its position 
further.

What would you like to see change to 
improve the business climate here?
We would welcome the further strengthening of 
the predictable business environment, and we still 
need more higher skilled workers, as the country in 
general does. Therefore we do a lot of things within 
our company to support higher IT education. Our 
ongoing Oracle Junior and Oracle Academy program 
both aim to educate the younger generation and lead 
them towards the IT sector.

What do you most value about being an 
AmCham Patron?
AmCham is a strategic organization that helps 
member companies to better enforce their business 
interests. The networking opportunities within the 
organization give great potential business benefits 
to members, and it’s worth mentioning the events, 
where the participant list is made up of experts of 
their areas and the presentations offer timely insights 
into the hot topics of the economy.

Oracle Hungary

Csaba Reményi, 
Country Leader, Oracle Hungary

BorgWarner opens usD 25 mln engine 
plant in northwestern Hungary
U.S.-owned automotive industry supplier 
BorgWarner inaugurated its engine plant, 
made possible through an investment of HUF 
7 bln (USD 25 mln), in Oroszlány, northwestern 
Hungary, on July 28. The plant, which initially 
employs 160 workers, has been moved from 
Szentlőrinckáta, in eastern Hungary, to be close 
to the group’s turbocharger plant. It mainly 
produces engines and transfer cases used in 
the all-wheel-drive systems of Jaguar and Land 
Rover vehicles, but customers also include Volvo 
and Volkswagen. Managing director Béla Csonka 
said the investment was financed through internal 
funds. The plant has an area of 4,000 sqm, but 
the potential exists for expansion. The company 
plans to increase headcount by 100 over the next 
4-5 years, he added.

u.s. contact lens manufacturer to invest 
$40 mln in Hungarian plant
U.S. contact lens manufacturer CooperVision 
is to invest $40 mln (HUF 11.2 bln) over the next 
three years at its unit in Gyál, near Budapest, 
Foreign Minister Péter Szijjártó said on July 13. 
The investment will create 400 jobs, he added. 
CooperVision turned out 625 million contact lenses 
in Gyál last year, and the investment will double 
over three years, the minister said. CooperVision 
exports 99.7% of its Hungarian output. Even with 
the remaining 0.3%, CooperVision is a market 
leader in Hungary, company president Daniel G. 
McBride said. CooperVision acquired U.K. peer 
Sauflon, which had the unit in Gyál, established ten 
years earlier, last year.

Deloitte opens new office in Debrecen
New York City-headquartered  Deloitte professional 
services network company has opened a new 
office in Debrecen to provide audit, tax, consulting, 
enterprise risk and financial advisory services, much 
like the Budapest office, the company announced on 
June 19. “The decision by Deloitte not only boosts 
Debrecen’s reputation, but also helps the city’s 
economic competitiveness. The new development is 
in line with our 15-year goal to provide an alternative 
choice for investors aside from Budapest," said 
Dr. László Papp, Mayor of Debrecen. According to 
the mayor, Debrecen has developed a diversified 
economy: Agricultural, information technology 
and pharmaceutical industries have all set up 
competitive businesses there. “Our company would 
like to move closer to new markets and customers,” 
said Gábor Gion, partner at Deloitte Central Europe. 

eaton shared services center opens  
in Budapest
American power management company Eaton has 
opened a shared services center in Budapest, Eaton 
regional chief Kurt McMaken and state secretary 
for external economy Levente Magyar announced 
on August 13 at a press conference. McMaken said 
that the company chose Hungary as the site of the 
service center due to the local pool of talented and 
multi-lingual labor. The center is expected to reach a 
headcount of more than 150 employees by the end of 
2016, and a total of 500 employees across the country. 
The regional chief noted that headcount at the service 
center could rise by another 100 in time. The company 
currently employs a 90-member sales staff in the 
capital and 250 people at a unit in Győr, northwestern 
Hungary, which turns out circuit protection devices.

Ge to continue expansion of Budapest 
service center
GE is planning to raise headcount at its Budapest-
based global service center from the current 
1,200 to 2,000 as of 2017, Hungarian economic daily 
Világgazdaság reported on June 18, citing General 
Manager for Global Operations Europe, Bjorn 
Bergabo. The GM noted that headcount at the center, 
which opened in February 2014 and will move to 
a new office in July, has increased by more than 
200 this year already. The center handles invoicing, 
IT, HR and supply chain for GEʼs operations in 
approximately 40 countries in Europe, in Russia 
and in the Middle East. Legal and taxation branches 
could be added later this year, Bergabo said.

Opel to augment engine manufacturing  
in Hungary
General Motors-owned carmaker Opel will add 17 
new engine models to its product palette by 2018, 
most of which will be made at the Szentgotthard 
plant in western Hungary, vice president Péter 
Küspert said on June 17. Küspert spoke at a 
celebration held on the occasion of the 8 millionth 
engine being manufactured at the plant. Opel has 
invested EUR 1.5 bln (USD 1.7 bln) in Hungary to 
date and has manufactured 8 million engines and 
6 million cylinder heads in Szentgotthard since 1992. 
The company expects demand for small petrol 
engines to grow in the coming period, with this line 
to account for half of the Flex engine factoryʼs output 
in 2016.

safeGuard World international opens 
service center in Budapest
Austin, Texas headquarterd SafeGuard World 
International (SGWI), a leading provider of global 
managed payroll, global employment outsourcing 
and international HR services, is opening a new 
office in Budapest. Located within the heart of the 

cityʼs Palace District, the new office is the latest 
addition in SafeGuardʼs growing network of regional 
service centers located across the United States, 
Mexico, the United Kingdom and India. The company 
expects the new location to provide a more 
localized service to its existing clients following the 
recent rapid growth the company has experienced 
within Eastern European markets. “Following 
extensive research to locate rich talent pools that 
complemented SafeGuardʼs culture, Budapest 
was identified as the ideal location that would 
enable us to enhance our internal strengths and 
skillsets,” the company noted. “This is an exciting 
time for SafeGuard, with our Hungary office forming 
an integral piece of our growth strategy over the 
coming years,” said founder Bjorn Reynolds. “Talent 
acquisition and ensuring a world-class level of 
customer service are imperative to our success; 
this expansion strengthens our position of not only 
achieving these objectives, but also that of achieving 
our long term goal of becoming the principal payroll 
provider worldwide.”

samsonite launches expansion at 
Hungarian plant
The Hungarian unit of global luggage manufacturer 
Samsonite has inaugurated a USD 8.7 mln (HUF 2.4 
bln) expansion in Szekszard, southwestern Hungary, 
Hungarian news agency MTI reported. Samsonite 
Hungária Bőrönd has built a 4,400 sqm production 
hall and installed new technology, increasing capacity 
by 28% and creating 50 new jobs. Plant manager 
József Pinczel said the plant currently produces 700 
suitcases a day using the new technology; output 
will be increased to 900 units a day in a few months. 
The plant turns out about 700,000 suitcases a year. 
Headcount is expected to grow from the current 540 
as output increases, Pinczel added. The company said 
the development is part of a €17 mln six-year program, 
supported with €5 mln in European Union funding.

Chicago Consulate General  
to Re-open This Fall

Hungary is to re-open its Consulate General in 
Chicago in October 2015. It will be inaugurated 
by Péter Szijjártó, Minister of Foreign Affairs 
and Trade on October 1 or 2, depending on his 
previous programs at the United Nations in New 
York, which, at the time of writing, are still to be 
scheduled by the UN Secretariat. The foreign 
minister announced the news on July 3 at a 
reception hosted by U.S. Ambassador to Hungary 
Colleen Bell to mark the 239th anniversary of the 
independence of the United States.

The consular district (or area of responsibility) 
will cover the 15 adjoining states of Minnesota, 
Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, 

Missouri, Kentucky, West Virginia, Arkansas, 
Tennessee, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama.

AmCham member companies that have existing or 
targeted business partners in the consular district and 
would like Hungary’s new Consulate General in Chicago 
to invite their representatives to the business meeting with 
the foreign minister are requested to indicate their names, 
functions and e-mail addresses to trade commissioner 
Andras Juhasz at juhasz.andras@mfa.gov.hu.

Alternatively, if member companies simply want to 
attend the event in their own right, that is also being 
welcomed (if interested, provide your data to the same 
address for further contact).

U.S. Investments in Hungary

Chicage Consulate General's Consular District

patron profile

How many years has MetLife been doing 
business in Hungary?
The MetLife brand has operated in Hungary since 2012; 
however, its predecessors were key players of the 
domestic insurance market, Ahico Insurance Company 
since 1991, and Aviva Life Insurance since 1996.

Total workforce in Hungary?
Our direct sales force comprises about 450 
professionals and more than 140 employees work at 
our head office in Budapest. 

Why is Hungary a good investment 
destination for you?
Building on a history of almost 150 years, MetLife 
Biztosító has a vast international professional 
knowledge base, experience and practice. We believe 
that based on our international success we’ll be able 
to become market leaders in the accidents and health 
insurance sector in Hungary. Hungary has low life 
and health insurance penetration and high potential 
to increase the awareness of the importance of self-
financial care. We have been strenuously working to 
share information about potential health risks with our 
clients as broadly as possible and to develop long-term 
financial strategies for them which will keep them safe 
in case of an unexpected illness or accident as well.

What would you like to see change to 
improve the business climate here?
The tax law changes introduced last year gave a boost to 
retirement savings. Our experience is that clients grow 
more conscious year by year, thanks to the excellent 
regulation and the educational role of market players. 
Their primary long-term saving objective is a pension, 
which is reinforced by the yearly negative changes in the 

demographic trends. Moreover, we have been working 
on the establishment of a similar success story, creating 

– in terms of its size – a still developing, but steadily 
growing trend in the area of health insurance as well.

What do you most value about being an 
AmCham Patron?
We believe that we can create further value for both 
our environment and the other members through 
our mutual professional cooperation. It is in this spirit 
that we are happy to join AmCham’s initiatives and 
also drive some of them, having visibility thanks to this 
Patron membership. We are proud of having joined 
the Visionary series last year and the 10,000 steps with 
AmCham health initiative this year; we look forward to 
future cooperation with eager anticipation.

MetLife Biztosító

Dr. Judit Zolnay
CEO, Metlife Biztosító

      New Members On Board

Vascular Venture Kft.

Chief Executive Officer: Dr. Kornél Kolossváry
Address: 1095 Budapest, Lechner Ödön fasor 3. B/3

Phone:  +36 1 799-4400
E-mail: office@vascular.hu • Web: vascular.hu

Vascular Venture Ltd. is a trading company distributing disposable 
medical devices and equipment to Hungarian health institutes 
(state funded and private). Representing the leading international 
manufacturers, the company's portfolio provides the most innovated 
and clinically proven solutions for the field of minimal invasive 
therapy. Main suppliers: Boston Scientific International (Interventional 
Cardiology including Watchman, Renal Ablation; and Peripheral 
Interventions), Stryker (Neurovascular Interventions), TriVascular 
(EVAR Stent Graft System), Tyrton Medical (Interventional Cardiology: 
Bifurcation Stent), AngioDynamics (IC and IR Fluid Management, 
Oncology), Bentley InnoMed (Coronary Stent Graft System), QualiMed 
(IC Aspiration Catheter).

Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP

Global Managing Partner: Mr. David Aitman
Address: 1010 Vienna, Seilergasse 16

Phone:  +43 15 151 5332
E-mail: office.vienna@freshfields.com

Web: www.freshfields.com

Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer is an international law firm with 
a track record of successfully supporting the world's leading 
national and multinational corporations, financial institutions 
and investors, governments and their agencies. We advise 
clients across the CEE/CIS resion on various transactions - from 
private and public M&As, initial public offerings, joint ventures 
and privatisations to intellectual property licensing agreements, 
competition, project finance and international dispute resolution. 
We have 27 offices in 17 jurisdictions across Asia, Europe, the 
Middle East and North America.

Trenkwalder Personal services Ltd.

Managing Director: Mr. Tamás Fehér
Address: 1132 Budapest, Váci út 22-24..

Phone:  +36 1 354 0933
E-mail: infohungary@trenkwalder.com

Web: www.trenkwalder.hu

Trenkwalder Personal Services Ltd. offers a full services 
in all Human Resources related topics.  Our general 
workforce solutions include and temporary and permanent 
placement, also our newly introduced executive search unit.
We help individuals and businesses to evolve themselves. 
Our recruiting experts understand the specific needs of 
our clients and build strong relationships to highly skilled 
candidates coming from the following industries or functions: 
IT/Communications, Medical/Health Care, Engineering and 
Finance. We are a consultative partner for our clients and 
candidates, delivering customized solutions for both sides.

CBRe Kft.

Managing Director: Mr. Lóránt Kibédi Varga 
Address: 1055 Budapest, Bajcsy-Zsilinszky út 78.

Phone:  + 36 1 374 3040 
E-mail: office.hungary@cbre.com

Web: www.cbre.hu

CBRE Group, Inc.,  a Fortune 500 and S&P 500 company 
headquartered in Los Angeles, is the world’s largest 
commercial real estate services and investment firm (in terms 
of 2014 revenue). The Company has more than 70,000 employees 
(excluding affiliates), and serves real estate owners, investors 
and occupiers through more than 400 offices (excluding affiliates) 
worldwide. The Budapest office of CBRE offers a full range of 
integrated real estate services since 1994.

Zala springs Golf Resort Zrt.

Chief Executive Officer: Mr. Tamás Benkócs
Address: 8782 Zalacsány, Vállalkozók útja 2.

Phone: + 36 20 403 4960
E-mail: nora.fulop@zalasprings.hu

Web: www.zalasprings.com

The nature and purpose of Zala Springs Golf Resort is to 
create Hungary's best and one of Europe's most respected 
golf clubs providing outstanding services. We are aiming to 
offer residential luxury apartments and premium residential 
space that will surpass the expectation of our customers.

Magyar Táncművészeti Főiskola

Rector: György Szakály
Address: 1145 Budapest, Columbus utca 87-89.

Phone: + 36 1 273 3434
E-mail: titkarsag@mtf.hu • Web: www.mtf.hu

Magyar
Táncművészeti
Főiskola

Hungarian
Dance

Academy

Hungarian Dance Academy trains dancers specialized in ballet, 
folk dances and modern dance; training of teachers is provided in 
different dance techniques. Coreographers and theoreticians have 
their specialized curricula. Training is provided on preparatory, BA 
and MA levels. The Academy also presents performances on its 
own stage or upon invitation.

patron corporate

business

business non-profit

Digital Service Group has been providing digital services in the field of business 
development and business optimisation since 2009. Having reliable expertise, we 
offer specific and customised service packages of complex IT solutions. With our 
IT back-end systems, we develop a digital structure that guarantees long-term 
sustainable and successful business operations in the ever-changing digital space.

Digital service 
Group Kft. 

Managing Directors: 
Mr. Attila Kovács & Mr. Hunor Tollas
Address: 1012 Budapest, Rétkerülő út 20.
Phone:  + 36 1 700 1073
E-mail: joinus@digitalservicegroup.com
Web: www.digitalservicegroup.com

Managing Director: Mr. Aodh Mac Fhionnbhairr
Address: 1132 Váci út, 48./A-B.
Phone:  +36 1 461 1100
E-mail: tuv@hu.tuv.com
Web: www.tuv.hu

The TÜV Rheinland Group is a German company, which was founded in 1872, employing over 20000 people in 500 locations in 69 countries across all 
continents. We serve customers in all industries with our extensive network. TÜV Rheinland InterCert Ltd. has been delivering the highest quality service 
to all industries for more than 25 years in the hungarian market. We are an independent third party service provider for testing, inspection, certification and 
training with over 300 employees across the country. Our customers come from all industries and our references are extensive. Our aim is to be a one-stop-
shop for all our clients needs when it comes to developing customized solutions to ensure the highest standard of  safety, quality and economic efficiency.

TÜV Rheinland interCert Kft.

General Manager: Mr. Kurt Hasan Huseyin
Address: 2220 Vecsés, Üllői út 809/A 
Phone:  +36 1 700-4851
E-mail: info@budget.hu
Web: www.budget.hu

Budget Hungary (Otokoç Hungary) started rental operations with two offices in Budapest, one in Liszt Ferenc 
International Airport, other one in downtown. Budget Hungary provides all ranges of passenger cars to 
local and foreign customers from 1 day to 5 year rental. Budget had been established in 1958 in Los Angeles, 
California. It began to grow internationally in 1960. The global network of Budget brand now includes more 
than 2,700 locations, operating a wide range of cars, trucks and vans in 115 countries. Otokoç Hungary aquiring 
Budget brand licence for Hungary has been established in March 2015 as a group company of Koç Holding. Koç 
Holding is the largest investment Holding Company in Turkey.

Budget Car Rental

Managing Director: Mr. István Tuska
Address: 1139 Budapest, Frangepán utca 11.
Phone:  + 36 1 450 2970 • E-mail: sales@axico.hu
Web: www.axico.hu

Axico Informatics Ltd. is one of the most significant distributors in the Hungarian Market. Currently running four business 
segments. Server Business: official distributor and dedicated partner of Supermicro servers (workstation solutions for 
HPC & data center solutions). Network Business: products by the US based BlackBox network, video solutions, signal 
distribution, KVM solutions, racks, optical cabling. Digi Photo Business: Olympus, Nikon, Canon and Sony's retail and 
wholesale products. Providing logistics service for NSN TraffiCOM company: managing stock and purchase.

Axico informatikai Kft.
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Ceu Business school 
Central European University (CEU) Business School 
is recruiting new students for the start of our 2015 
programs. Please help us in our ongoing effort 
to attract new students to our degree programs 
by thinking how you, your friends, family and 
professional colleagues and employees could 
benefit by earning a degree from CEU Business 
School. Contact us yourself if you have any 
questions about our programs:
• Accelerated One Year MBA (full time)
• MSc. in Information Technology Management 

(full and part time)
• MSc. in Business Analytics (part time)
• Catalyst Executive MBA (part time)
Start a degree this fall to aid in career growth.
http://business.ceu.edu/programs

Coaching Without Borders (CHN) 
The aim of the Coaching Without Borders (CHN) 
international leadership development program 
is to bring to Hungary renowned international 
experts from the world of coaching and leadership 
development who are able to present the rapidly 
developing coaching industry in its diversity and 
depth. New themes and new speakers are presented 
almost every month between now and June 2016. The 
presentations and workshops are held in English – 
with simultaneous translation provided. 5% discount 
from the full price of each workshop. 
(Full price: HUF 38,500Ft + VAT)

Contact Judit Ábri von Bartheld PCC, executive 
coach and CHN program director: abri.judit@
executivecoach.co.hu

Chamber 
Membership 
Facts & Figures
Join us and let your company become part of an extensive, 
influential platform for business. For more on membership 
please contact the AmCham office.

Out of 50 companies who have signed 
strategic agreements with the Government,  
one third are AmCham Hungary members

AmCham Hungary membership features very wide and strong 
representation of various business sectors including:

 Nine out of the ten largest banks
	Five out of the ten largest electronics manufacturing  
 companies
	All 10 of the largest international law firms present in the  
 country
	Seven out of the 20 largest pharma companies

Source: AmCham. Figures from 2014 and 2015 unless 
otherwise stated

AmCham Member 
Business Offers

Summer Break 
Brings new Website

During the summer the AmCham Foundation has 
been working on re-launching our website (www.
amchamfoundation.hu), with the aim of making it 
easier to navigate and much more user-friendly in 
general. We would like to thank TATA Consultancy 
Services for making both the renewal and upkeep 
possible. We will regularly be uploading content to 
the site, and will also continue with its development. 
Please do visit it and give us your feedback.

In June of this year, the AmCham Foundation 
published a tender for the children’s organization 
Well-spent leisure time – soaring 
children. We are happy to be able to tell you we 
have received more than 40 applications, and that 
we will start our annual Thanksgiving Charity Drive 
at the end of September. As ever, please join us in 

giving, as we count on you and your support!
We will also be organizing our popular annual 
‘Day to Make It Happen’ AmCham’s Volunteers 
Day at the end of September or the beginning of 
October. The AmCham Foundation welcomes both 
individuals and teams from AmCham member 
companies to take part in this unique opportunity 
to make a tangible difference and put smiles on 
the faces of children. If you or your company is 
interested, please let us know by sending an e-mail 
to: foundation@amcham.hu.

Our success is based on the backing of AmCham 
members, donors and volunteers who give us 
support through kind donations, financial aid, 
personal commitment and time. We would like to 
thank you all for your continuous help.

Free advertisement opportunity on the AmCham website and newsletter
AmCham is offering a valuable member-exclusive opportunity to advertise your products, services, and 
offers on the AmCham website and JOURNAL newsletter.
The Business Offers Program is a simple way to create excitement and demand for your products or 
services by announcing your offers both on our official website and in JOURNAL. By doing so, we help you 
strengthen your AmCham Hungary network and partnerships.
The service is free of charge for AmCham members.

To learn more, or to submit an offer, contact project coordinator József Gál at jozsef.gal@amcham.hu

Feel! Act! Influence! And make a difference! Be part of it!


